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Finite Element Analysis With Inspire 
By Rahul Ponginan 

Finite Element Analysis 
 

Finite Element Analysis was first developed over 60 years ago as a method to accurately predict the 

reaction of complex parts to various inputs. Prior to the development of FEA, the only way to validate a 

design or test a theory was to physically test a part. This was and still is both time consuming and 

expensive. While FEA will never replace the final physical testing and validation of a design, it can 

drastically reduce the time and money spent on intermediate stages and concepts.  

FEA in its infancy was limited to large scale computing platforms but the development of powerful 

personal computers, combined with intuitive software packages such as HyperWorks, has brought FEA 

to the engineers desktop. This has broadened its use and accuracy many fold.  

Finite Element Analysis is now a vital and irreplaceable tool in many industries such as Automotive, 

Aerospace, Defense, Consumer Products, Medical, Oil and Gas, Architecture and many others. 

 

FEA in solidThinking Inspire 
 

Using solidThinking Inspire, You can run Finite Element Analysis on your model. Visualize displacement, 

factor of safety, percent of yield, tension and compression, maximum shear stress, von Mises stress, and 

major principal stress. 

Therefore Analysis in this context can be described as the process of understanding the stresses, 

displacements, and normal modes of a model.  

The Analyze icon, located on the Structure ribbon, is used to run, monitor, and view the results of an 

analysis. The analysis includes materials, concentrated masses, and loads and supports, but 

ignores constraints. You define options for the analysis and await the results, which usually takes a few 

minutes depending on the complexity of the model. 
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You can perform a linear static or normal modes analysis by clicking Run Analysis  on 

the Analyze icon, which opens the Run Analysis window.  

  

 

 

 

In order to run a linear static analysis, you must first define one or more load cases containing 

both loads and supports. The analysis will return results for displacement, factor of safety, percent of 

yield, tension and compression, von Mises stress, and major principal stress for each load case. You may 

also choose to analyze your model for normal modes, with or without supports. If you select without 

supports and have not defined any load cases, your model will be analyzed for normal modes only. Once 

the analysis is complete, you can interactively view the results using the Analysis Explorer. 

Results of FEA and how to interpret them 
 

Let us look at the results obtained after analysis, our Intention to do the analysis in detail, 

Displacement 

Displacement results are created for both linear static and normal mode analyses. It is important to 

check displacements for general analysis to understand the deformation of the structure for the loads 

applied, 

For static analysis it is important to check the following for each load case being considered: 

• Correct Order of Magnitude: Are the displacements of the correct size? If a component 100 mm 

long has a displacement of 1000 mm this will indicate incorrect load magnitudes or 

inappropriate supports. It can also indicate incorrect material properties. 
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• Shape of Deformation: By animating the model for each load it is possible to ensure the 

structure is deflecting in a logical way. Unusual behaviour is usually found to be the result of 

incorrectly applied loads and/or supports. 

 

Factor of safety 

The Factor of Safety is calculated by looking at the stress in each part and comparing it with the yield 

stress (as defined in the material properties) for that part. 

Factor of safety = yield stress / calculated stress 

F.S. < 1.0 (or near 1.0) will show as RED indicating likely regions of failure. 

The larger the F.S. the less likely a part is to fail. 

An accurate F.S. depends on accurate loadings and accurate material and analysis models. 

There is no definitive factor of safety that is suitable for all applications 

Percent of yield 

Percent of yield is essentially the inverse of Factor of Safety expressed as a percentage. 

Percent of yield = (calculated stress / yield stress) x 100 

The yield is obtained from the material properties. 

% Yield > 100% (or near 100%) will show as RED indicating likely regions of failure. 

The lower the % Yield the less likely a part is to fail. 

Tension and Compression shows the user which areas of  the model are in tension, and which areas are 

in compression. These results are derived from the von Mises Stress results 

Maximum Shear Stress shows the user failure in shear 

Von Mises failure criterion 

The von Mises failure criterion is typically used to assess the structural performance of ductile materials. 

A material is said to start yielding –which in many instances is considered failure –when the von Mises 

stress reaches the yield stress.  

 

The equation can be represented in the 2D case by the ellipse shown below.  
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Major Principal Stress 

The Major Principal Stress –also known as the normal stress, Coulomb, or Rankine criterion –is often 

used to predict the failure of brittle materials. 

The Major Principal Stress states that failure occurs when the maximum (normal) principal stress 

reaches either the uniaxial tension strength st, or the uniaxial compression strength sc,  

Compared with the von Mises criterion, the Major Principal Stress criterion can be seen as a non-

conservative approach if applied to ductile materials.  

                                              

Natural frequencies 

For modal analysis it is important to check if the natural frequencies are reasonable. The natural 

frequencies for each normal mode is displayed under result type.  

For a free vibration analysis (no supports) all parts of the model will be in motion and coherent – no 

parts will move independently of other parts. 

If supports are used then those areas should move as per their constraints (fixed, slide, etc.) 
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A step by step tutorial on how to perform 
FEA in solidThinking Inspire 
 

Step 1: Open the Y-bracket Model 

1. Start Inspire. 

2. Click Open Model on the Files icon. 

 

3. In the Open File window, browse to the Tutorials folder in the installation directory. 

4.  Select the y-bracket.stmod file and click Open. 

   

5. Click on the Unit System Selector in the lower right corner of the modeling window, default unit 

system to SI (m kg N Pa).  

 

6. Use the right mouse button to adjust the view so the y-bracket is positioned as shown below: 
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Step 2: Create a Center Hole Support and the First Load Case 

1. Click the Structure tab on the ribbon. 

2. Select the Apply Supports tool on the Loads icon. 

 

  

3. Click on the front boss material to apply the support. 

 

  

 

4. In the Model Browser, two new folders are created, one called Load Case 1 and the other called All 

Loads and Displacements. Support 1 is added to both. 
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5. Click on Load Case 1 twice, rename it "Load Case X," and press Enter. The name of the load case is 

shown in bold, indicating that it is the current load case. Any new loads or supports that you create will 

be added to it automatically. 

 

 

6. You can right click on the model and choose the material or create your own material using the 

Materials Tab, the material definition is important as we intuitively understand that steel is stronger 

than plastic and hence is critical for the analysis.  

 

 Step 3: Apply Forces to Boss Materials 

  
1. Select the Apply Force tool on the Loads icon on the Structure ribbon. 

 
  
2. Click on one of the rear boss materials to apply the force. 
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 3. The force is initially applied in the negative x direction. Click the +/- icon in the microdialog to reverse 

it to the positive x direction. 

 
  

 

4. Force 1 appears in the Model Browser in both the All Loads and Displacements folder and Load 

Case X. 
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5. While the Apply Force tool is still active, click on the other rear boss material and use the +/- icon to 

reverse the direction. Both Force 1 and Force 2 should now be applied in the positive x direction, as 

shown in the image below: 

 
  

 

6. Force 2 appears in the Model Browser in both the All Loads and Displacements folder and Load 

Case X. 
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7. Right-click or press Esc to exit the tool.  

 

Step 4: Run a Baseline Static Analysis 

  
1. Select the Structure tab on the ribbon. 

2. Click Run Analysis  on the Analyze icon to open the Run Analysis window. 

 

 

  
3. Change the Element size to 3 mm (or enter 0.003m)  
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4. Make sure that Speed/Accuracy is set to More accurate. 

 
 

5. Click Load Cases and verify that Loadcase X is selected. 

  

 

6. Click Run to perform the analysis. The Run Status window appears. A green check mark will appear 

when the analysis is complete. (This may take several minutes.) 

 
  

 

7. Double-click on the name of the run to view the results. The results are displayed in the Analysis 

Explorer. 

 
  

 

Step 5: View the Displacements Results 

   
1. In the Analysis Explorer under Result Type, select Displacement. 
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2. The maximum displacement for the model is approximately 2.6e-4 mm, as shown in the legend. 

 
  

 

3. Click the Show/hide deformed state  icon to show the deformed state of the model. Click the 

icon again to hide it. 
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4. Click the  button under Animation to visualize the displacement. 

5. Click the  button and use the slider to change the speed of the animation. 

6. 

Inspire automatically scales the displacement animation to make it easier to see. Click 

the  button, deselect Auto, and enter a value to change the scale of the animation. 

7. Click the  button to stop the animation. 
 

  
Step 5: View the Von Mises Results  
 

 
 
Step 6: View the Maximum Shear stress Results  
 

 


